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(54) INTEGRATED ANTENNA UNIT WITH BLIND MATE INTERCONNECT

(57) An antenna unit (100) that includes an antenna
(102), at least one radio unit (104), and an interconnect
(110) that includes first (120) and second (122) mating
connectors. The first connector (120) is configured to be
electrically and mechanically coupled to the antenna
(102) and the second connector (122) is configured to
be electrically and mechanically coupled to the at least
one radio unit (104), The first connector (120) has lead-in
geometry (124), and radial and axial float for blind mating
of the first (120) and second (122) mating connectors.
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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provi-
sional Application No. 62/166,931 entitled Integrated An-
tenna Unit With Blind Mate Interconnect, filed on May 27,
2015, and to U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/058,367
entitled Ultra Wideband Integrated Antenna Unit (IAU)
Platform With Field Replaceable Frequency Band Spe-
cific Radio And Diplexers, filed on October 1, 2014.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to an integrated
antenna unit with a blind mate interconnect. The inter-
connect is an RF connection system with a high degree
of mechanical flexibility to allow for mating of two elec-
tronic units, such as an antenna and associated remote
radio units.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Integrated antenna units (IAU) where the re-
mote radio unit(s) (RRU) is mounted behind the antenna
or inside the antenna are gaining popularity amongst mo-
bile operators. Such an approach yields an aesthetically
pleasing antenna with no external jumper cables to link
the remote radio unit to the antenna ports, thereby not
only reducing installation time but also improving the gain
of the system. However, the remote radio unit is frequen-
cy band specific and as such, any change in frequency
bands would require the mobile operator to add a new
antenna to the tower or replace the existing antenna with
a new antenna.
[0004] Therefore, a need exists for an integrated an-
tenna that can be easily modified, such as by swapping
out the remote radio units, and that reduces installation
and service time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Accordingly, the present invention provides an
antenna unit that includes an antenna, at least one radio
unit, and an interconnect that includes first and second
mating connectors. The first connector is configured to
be electrically and mechanically coupled to the antenna
and the second connector is configured to be electrically
and mechanically coupled to the at least one radio unit.
The first connector has lead-in geometry, and radial and
axial float for blind mating of the first and second mating
connectors.
[0006] The present invention may further provide an
antenna unit that includes an antenna, a plurality of radio
units, and a plurality of interconnects that each includes
mating plug and jack connectors. Each of the plug con-
nectors is configured to be electrically and mechanically
coupled to the antenna and each of the jack connectors

is configured to be electrically and mechanically coupled
to one of the plurality of radio units. Each of the plug
connectors includes a housing supporting a contact, a
shroud having lead-in geometry, and a mounting body
for mounting the plug connector to the antenna. The lead-
in geometry along with radial and axial float of the plug
connector facilitate blind mating of the plug and jack con-
nectors.
[0007] Other objects, advantages and salient features
of the invention will become apparent from the following
detailed description, which, taken in conjunction with the
annexed drawings, discloses a preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] A more complete appreciation of the invention
and many of the attendant advantages thereof will be
readily obtained as the same becomes better understood
by reference to the following detailed description when
considered in connection with the accompanying draw-
ing figures:

FIG. 1A is a front side perspective view of an inte-
grated antenna unit with blind mate interconnect ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 1B is a rear perspective view of the integrated
antenna unit with blind mate interconnect illustrated
in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 1C is a partial enlarged bottom perspective view
of the integrated antenna unit with bling mate inter-
connector illustrated in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of the integrated antenna
unit with bling mate interconnect, showing the pos-
sible mating directions of the interconnect of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a connector of the
interconnect of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the connector il-
lustrated in FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 4
showing a mating connector coupled to the connec-
tor;
FIG. 6A is an exploded cross-sectional view of the
interconnect of the present invention, showing the
mating connectors exploded;
FIG. 6B is a cross-sectional view of the interconnect
illustrated in FIG. 6A, showing the mating connectors
mated at maximum axial float; and
FIG. 6C is a cross-sectional view of the interconnect
illustrated in FIG. 6A, showing the mating connectors
mated with maximum radial float.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0009] Referring to Figures 1A, 1B, 1C, 2-5, and 6A-
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6C, the present invention generally relates to an integrat-
ed antenna unit 100 that has an RF connection system
or interconnect 110 that allows blind mating between an
antenna 102 and associated radio units 104 in multiple
directions. The antenna unit 100 may be used in wireless
communication systems, and is preferably an ultra wide-
band integrated antenna unit (IAU) platform with field re-
placeable radio units, which are frequency band specific.
This allows the IAU platform to be deployed on antenna
sites anywhere in the world as the IAU platform covers
all current frequency bands globally, with frequency band
specific components like the remote radio units (RRU)
and diplexers being field replaceable for the specific re-
quirements of each region.
[0010] As seen in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C, the integrat-
ed antenna unit 100 includes the antenna 102 supported
on a pole 200 with one or more of the remote radio units
104 mounted to a rear side 106 thereof. One or more
docking stations 108 may extend from the rear side 106
of the antenna 102 for accepting the individual radio units
104. The docking stations 108 generally extend in a plane
perpendicular to the plane of the antenna 102, as best
seen in Figures 1C and 2. As such, the interconnect 110
allows the radio unit 104 to blind mate with the antenna
in a first direction 112, which is generally parallel to the
longitudinal axis 114 of the antenna 102. Alternatively,
the docking station may be incorporated into the antenna
housing 116 such that the interconnect 110 allows the
radio unit to blind mate with the antenna 102 in a second
direction 118, which is generally perpendicular to the first
direction 112.
[0011] The interconnect 110 of the present invention
provides an RF connection system with a high degree of
mechanical flexibility to allow for blind mating of two elec-
tronic units, specifically the antenna 102 and the radio
units 104. The connection provides robust RF perform-
ance and low Passive Intermodulation Distortion com-
mon in wireless mobile communication systems. The in-
terconnect 110 may include first and second mating con-
nectors 120 and 122 where the first mating connector
120 is configured to electrically and mechanically couple
to the antenna 102, either in the docking station 108 or
in the antenna housing 116 itself, and the second mating
connector 122 is configured to electrically and mechan-
ically couple to the radio unit 104. The first connector 120
may be a plug that preferably provides lead-in geometry
124 with both radial and axial float to facilitate blind mate
connection with the second connector 122. The second
connector 122 is a mating connector, such as a jack,
preferably a 4.3-10 standard jack.
[0012] The plug connector 120 generally includes a
housing 130 that supports a contact pin 132, a shroud
134 mounted to the housing 130 and surrounding its mat-
ing interface 136, and a spring 138 positioned behind the
shroud 134 and around the housing 130. The end 140
opposite the interface 136 of the housing 130 is adapted
to terminate the cable C (Figure 2) of the antenna 102.
A mounting body 142 of the plug connector 120 mounts

the connector 120 in the antenna 102. The mounting body
142 provides space 144 around the housing 130 and the
shroud 134 to allow for radial float, as best shown in Fig-
ure 6C. The shroud 134 and housing 130 move within
the mounting body 142 to provide the mechanical float
of the mated system.
[0013] The spring 138 is between the mounting body
142 and the housing 130 and shroud 134 sub-assembly.
The spring 138 assists with the axial float of the intercon-
nect 110 when the connectors 120 and 122 are mated,
as seen in Figure 6B. The spring 138 is preferably pre-
loaded in the fully assembled state to ensure that the
plug connector is always biased outward away from the
mounting body 142 and toward the mating connector
122. The spring force should be sufficient to overcome
the mating force of the interface between the connectors
120 and 122 to a fully mated condition prior to compress-
ing further. The force should also be sufficient enough to
create a significant mating force in all mated positions.
This mating force ensures robust RF performance includ-
ing low PIM even in harsh environments including high
shock and vibration. The spring 138 is supported by
washers 150 and 152 on both ends thereof to provide a
smooth resting surface that will not lock or bind. The
washers 150 and 152 also protect the shroud 134 and
mounting body 142 from wear, particularly if those com-
ponents are formed of plastic.
[0014] The interconnect 110 may include an optional
sealing component, such as a bellows 160 that seals the
interconnect 110 from water, ice, debris, and the like.
The bellows 160 also seals the electronic system it is
mounted to by preventing water or debris from entering
the spring cavity where it could collect or pass through
the assembly into the dock assembly. The bellows 160
mounts to the shroud 134 and the mounting body 142.
The bellows 160 generally includes opposite first and
second ends 162 and 164 and a bellows section 166
therebetween. The first end 162 is sized to sealing en-
gage a flange end 146 of the mounting body 142. The
second end 164 defines a nose of the bellows 160 that
covers the lead-in geometry 124 of the shroud 134. The
nose end 164 defines a secondary sealing feature that
may be an inwardly extending annular collar member 168
configured to sealing engage the outer surface 182 of
the housing 180 of the mating jack connector 122, as
best seen in Fig. 5. The collar member 168 preferably
includes ribs 170 located on the inner most surface of
the collar member 168 to assist in gripping and sealing
the outer surface 182 of the jack connector’s housing
180. The collar member 168 may also include a sloped
lead-in surface 174 to assist and guide the mating of the
jack connector 122 with the plug connector 120. O-ring
gaskets may also be provided throughout the intercon-
nect 110 to prevent water ingress from all possible paths
including the mating interface.
[0015] Another advantage of the present invention is
that the interconnect 110 is configured to allow the largest
number of components thereof to be dielectric instead of
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metal, such as a thermoplastic mounting body 142 and
shroud 134, as such parts have no electrical function.
The interconnect 110 also provides generous lead-in, via
lead-in geometry 124 and lead-in surface 174, for exam-
ple, and gathering function for effective blind mating of
the antenna 102 and radio unit 104, as best seen in Figs.
5 and 6A-6C. This blind mate system provides a high
degree of mechanical float to compensate for tolerances
and misalignment between the two electronic systems.
A high degree is +/- 3mm in all axis, for example. The
spring 138 may be provided in the interconnect 110 to
provide a biasing force that is optimized to overcome the
mating force of the interface between the connectors 120
and 122, thereby providing a high mating force to over-
come vibration and shock, for example. The shroud 134
helps to guide the mating interfaces of the connectors
120 and 122 together. The shroud 134 may be a separate
component which is permanently assembled to the hous-
ing 130 or it can be made integral with the housing 130.
The shroud 134 is preferably formed of a non-conductive
material.
[0016] While particular embodiments have been cho-
sen to illustrate the invention, it will be understood by
those skilled in the art that various changes and modifi-
cations can be made therein without departing from the
scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. An antenna unit, comprising:

an antenna;
at least one radio unit; and
at least one interconnect including first and sec-
ond mating connectors, said first connector be-
ing configured to be electrically and mechani-
cally coupled to said antenna and said second
connector being configured to be electrically and
mechanically coupled to said at least one radio
unit,
wherein said first connector having lead-in ge-
ometry, and radial and axial float for blind mating
of said first and second mating connectors.

2. An antenna unit according to claim 1, wherein
said interconnect defines a mating direction that is
substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of said an-
tenna.

3. An antenna unit according to claim 1, wherein
said interconnect defines a mating direction that is
substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of
said antenna.

4. An antenna unit according to claim 1, wherein
said antenna includes at least one docking station,
said first connector is mounted in said at least one

docking station.

5. An antenna unit according to claim 4, wherein
said docking station extending from said antenna in
a plane substantially perpendicular to said antenna.

6. An antenna unit according to claim 1, further com-
prising
a bellows seal surrounding an interface end of said
first connector.

7. An antenna unit according to claim 6, wherein
said bellows seal includes opposite first and second
ends and a bellows section therebetween, said first
end sealingly engages a mounting body of said first
connector.

8. An antenna unit according to claim 7, wherein
said second end of said bellows seal includes a sec-
ondary sealing feature which sealingly engages said
second connector.

9. An antenna unit according to claim 8, wherein
said secondary sealing feature is an inwardly extend-
ing annular collar member which engages an outer
surface of said second connector.

10. An antenna unit according to claim 9, wherein
said annular collar member includes a sloped lead-
in surface.

11. An antenna unit according to claim 1, wherein
said lead-in geometry of said first connector is locat-
ed at an end of a shroud of said first connector.

12. An antenna unit according to claim 11, wherein
a housing, a mounting body of said first connector
and said shroud of said first connector are each
formed of a dielectric material.

13. An antenna unit according to claim 12, wherein
said housing and said mounting body having a space
therebetween configured to provide said radial float.

14. An antenna unit according to claim 13, wherein
said first connector includes a spring disposed
around said housing and between first and second
washers, said spring facilitates axial float between
the first and second connectors when mated.

15. An antenna unit, comprising:

an antenna;
a plurality of radio units; and
a plurality of interconnects each including mat-
ing plug and jack connectors, each of said plug
connectors being configured to be electrically
and mechanically coupled to said antenna and
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each of said jack connectors being configured
to be electrically and mechanically coupled to
one of said plurality of radio units,
each of said plug connectors including a housing
supporting a contact, a shroud having lead-in
geometry, and a mounting body for mounting
said plug connector to said antenna, said lead-
in geometry along with radial and axial float of
said plug connector facilitating blind mating of
said plug and jack connectors.

16. An antenna unit according to claim 15, wherein

said interconnect defines a mating direction that
is substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of
said antenna; or
.said interconnect defines a mating direction that
is substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal
axis of said antenna.

17. An antenna unit according to claim 15, wherein

said antenna includes a plurality of docking sta-
tions; each of said plug connectors is mounted
in one of said plurality of docking stations.

18. An antenna unit according to claim 15, further com-
prising

A bellows seal surrounding an interface end of
said plug connector, said bellows seal includes
opposite first and second ends and a bellows
section therebetween.

19. An antenna unit according to claim 18, wherein
said first end of said bellows seal sealingly engages
said mounting body of said plug connector; and
said second end of said bellows seal includes a sec-
ondary sealing feature which sealingly engages said
jack connector.

20. An antenna unit according to claim 19, wherein

said secondary sealing feature is an inwardly
extending annular collar member which engag-
es an outer surface of said jack connector; and
said annular collar member includes a sloped
lead-in surface.

21. An antenna unit according to claim 9, wherein
each of said housing, said mounting body, and said
shroud of said plug connector is formed of a dielectric
material.
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